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Checkerspot butterfly next on
endangered list?
Peter Fimrite, Chronicle Staff Writer

Wednesday, October 21, 2009

The federal government recommended Tuesday

that a rare 2-inch butterfly that once fluttered

over much of the Bay Area and now lives only in Santa Clara County be designated an endangered

species.

The U.S Fish and Wildlife Service declared that there are so few bay checkerspot butterflies left

that the species should be changed from threatened to endangered under the Endangered Species

Act.

The black, red and white butterfly was once a common sight in San Francisco, Santa Clara, San

Mateo, Alameda and Contra Costa counties, according to research by Stanford University biologist

Paul Ehrlich, who began studying the checkerspot in 1959.

It has since undergone a steady decline, said Al Donner, the assistant field supervisor for the Fish

and Wildlife Service in Sacramento. He said that by 1987, when it was listed as threatened, the

butterfly was found only in Santa Clara and San Mateo counties.

"Now it only occurs in Santa Clara County," Donner said. "As far as we now know there are none

left in San Mateo County. Even in the areas they exist in Santa Clara, the numbers have gone down

pretty significantly."

Most of the survivors are limited to Coyote Ridge, a long ridgeline near Highway 101 between San

Jose and Gilroy, Donner said.

The die-off is believed to be the result of climate change and the covering of habitat by houses and

highways. The Stanford studies found that the favorite plant food of checkerspot caterpillars has

been dying out as a result of the earlier than normal browning of grasslands in the Bay Area.

The checkerspot was the only one of 51 species studied over the past five years in California,

Nevada and southern Oregon that met the criteria for being uplisted.
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Fish and Wildlife biologists recommended changing the arroyo toad, Santa Cruz cypress and

Modoc sucker, a species of fish, from endangered to threatened. No changes were recommended in

the status of 47 other species, according to the legally required reviews.

The wildlife service must now undergo a rule-making process before the checkerspot can officially

be listed as an endangered species. In the meantime, Donner said, efforts will be made to help the

species survive. A 520,000-acre Santa Clara habitat conservation plan is being prepared in an

effort to save the checkerspot, 14 other animals and 15 rare plants.

E-mail Peter Fimrite at pfimrite@sfchronicle.com.
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